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Approximation par gradients pour calculer les temperatures Debye

5 partir de potentiels interatomiques dans le sens des paires

par

D. P. Jackson

Résumé

On donne une simple approximation par gradients pour
calculer la temperature Debye efficace d'un cristal cubique â
partir de potentiels interatomiques centraux dans le sens des paires,
Pour les exemples du potentiel Morse appliqué 3 des métaux cubiques
les résultats sont généralement en bon accord avec l'expérience.
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ABSTRACT

A simple gradient approximation is given for calculating

the effective Debye temperature of a cubic crystal from

central pairwise interatomic potentials. For examples of the

Morse potential applied to cubic metals the results are in

generally good agreement with experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The interatomic potential method is a powerful tool

for modeling real solids . It provides a means of re-

lating microscopic properties to macroscopic properties, of

extrapolating quantities of interest to little known regions

and of correlating and comparing the behaviour of various

solids. The concept begins with the assumption of a specific

mathematical form fcr the potential function with variable

parameters to be determined. This form may be central or

non-central, pairwise or with other more elaborate summation

schemes and its application may be limited or aim at genera-

lity. The next step in the process is to deduce numerical

values of the potential parameters for the solid under con-

sideration by relating functions of the potential, usually

lattice sums, to experimentally measured quantities. One

then has an effective interatomic potential for the solid.

This method has proved to be very successful in dealing with

cases where the motions of the solid atoms, or more specifically

their ionic cores, are of interest, and indeed a vast

literature exists on the subject.

In this work we will consider an additional equation

to one of the most comprehensive, and widely-used, systems

of interatomic potentials yet introduced. A direct but

simple approximation for deducing the Debye temperature of

a cubic crystal from lattice sums of a central pairwise
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interatomic potential is given. As we shall see below this

extra equation completes the system of .equations needed to

derive all the quantities necessary for the solid equation of

state in a consistent manner from the interatomic potential.

It also provides an additional means of testing interatomic

potentials in general. Some of the results of this work have

been quoted elsewhere ' but the details of the calculations

are given here for the first time.

2. METHOD

Girifalco and Weizer ' (henceforth abbreviated GW)

gave one of the most general and widely-applied systems of

interatomic potentials. It is their system that we shall

consider in the remainder of this work although the principles

involved are applicable to other systems. GW used a Morse

potential in the following form:

(r) = D[e-2a£r-ro} - 2e- a ( M :o )] (1)

This is a pairwise, central, attractive-repulsive potential

which depends only on the value of the distance, r, between

atoms. Its parameters are D the potential well depth/ r

the location of this well and a a slope parameter. GW

equated lattice sums of this potential and their derivatives

to measured values of the bulk compressibility/ lattice

spacing and sublimation energy to obtain values of 0, r and
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a tor several body-centred cubic (bcc) and face-centred cubic

(fee) metals. Given these parameters, expressions for the

elastic constants and equation of etate could be evaluated,

again in terms of similar lattice sums. Generally good agree-

ment with experiment was obtained. However the Debye tempera-

ture used in the equation of state was introduced extraneously

it was not calculated from the effective potentials. Here we

shall remedy this defect.

Although we need not recapitulate all of the GW equations

their notation will be used. In particular summations over

the lattice will be expressed in the following manner:

x

yaa -

K, -yaaM
e * j

(2)

The utility of this form is clear from equation (1). The

distance of an atom from the origin, i.e. an arbitrary atom

location on which the summation is based, has been denoted by:

r. = (1 2+m 2+n 2 ) 1 / 2 a = M.a (3)

Here "a™ is half the unit cell distance and (l.ia.n.) a member

of an integer set, the total set represents all atoms in the

lattice. For bcc lattices ltmfn, must be all even or all odd
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and for fee 1+m+n must be even. The parameter "y" in (2)

assumes only the values 1 and 2. A further convenience is

achieved by using:

3 - earo (4)

Using this notation the sublimation energy U Q, equivalent

to the cohesive energy of the lattice, may be expressed as:

U Q = L6
o o o

o - 2 LB
o o o

o
aa

(5)

where L - D/2 and a is the lattice half-spacing at equilibrium

conditions. The equation of state is written:

p = -
3c a

- 8
o o o

1
2«a

+
o o o

1
aa v (0 (6)

where c = 4 for bec crystals and c = 2 for fee crystals. The

other quantities have their usual meanings. The Gruneisenion

y, once e is established, may be taken to give the correct

specific volume at NTP following the procedure of GW. The

Debye temperature 9, is required for use in the Debye specific

heat function:

e/T

»(7T) = 3(
m •» f

* . /

X

ex-l
dx (7)
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At this point GW used established compilations of 6 but we

shall now show that e can be derived by a simple approxima-

tion. Specifically we assume a lattice of identical harmonic

oseillators, a reasonable assumption for metals at all but

the lowest temperatures: let the restoring constant of the

oscillator be q.. Then:

1/2 (8)

where h and k_ have their standard meanings and in is the

atomic mass. The subscript "i" indicates a principle direc-

tion; here we have restricted ourselves to central potentials

so that all directions are essentially similar however the

method can easily be extended to the non-central case. Now

q. is simply the derivative of the force at equilibrium atomic

separation:

e2

2
-6

2

'o o o"
- 1

2aao J

2 o o
- 3

. 2 a a o -

2 o o
- 2

_ 2 a a o

- 6

+ B

-o c> o-
- 1

. o ao .

2 o o
- 3

- a a o -

aao

2 o oj

- 2 1
. o aoJ

(9)
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Hence 9 can be obtained using (8) and (9). The results ob-

tained are shown in Table I (fee metalsJ and Table II (bee

metals). The Morse constants for these calculations have been

calculated from more recent experimental data than those of GW

but there are few significant changes. An improved value of

U was used for Al and parameters for Pd, Pt and Au were also

calculated since the latter were not given by GW. Experimental data

taken at both 0°K and 300°K were used to derive parameters for

some of the metals; comparison showed that the differences

were small. To check the calculated 8's, Tables I and II list

experimental S's as quoted by Kittel and de Launay , the

former was considered to be the more acceptable compilation

since it is more recent but the latter is more extensive. Hence

where Kittel's table does not contain the desired 6 we have

quoted the 9 given by de Launay . These comparison show

that with the exceptions of Au, Pb and K, the approximation

is good to within ±15% of the experimental number. There is no

apparent reason why these particular metals should show worse

agreement than the others except perhaps for K for which

a central potential would be a rather poor approximation.

One would also expect Na to be poor for the same reason and it

may be that the agreement is fortuitous for this case.

We should note at this point that the Debye temperature

per se, is not a particularly sensitive test of a potential

function's ability to predict the vibrational characteristics
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of a solid. In fact very much more elaborate but restricted

potentials are commonly used to model thermal motions. However

what we have demonstrated is a final equation to complete the

method of achieving a wholly self-consistent equation of state

expressed in terms of interatomic potentials. The system of

GW has now been generalized so all of the macroscopic quantities

of the solid can be rredicted by expressions involving poten-

tials. Furthermore any interatomic potential proposed for

general modeling of a solid may be tested by this means.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The simple gradient method, as used for the examples of

Morse potentials applied to cubic metals is a reasonable

approximation for calculating Debye temperatures. In this way

a completely self-consistent equation of state can be obtained

in terms of interatomic potentials.



Pb

Ag

Ni

Cu

Al

Au

Pd

Pt

4.914

4.069

3.516

3.604

4.032

4.064

3.876

3.924

y&>
3.674

3.087

2.797

2,851

3.319

3.005

2.893

2.934

a (A l)

1.257

1.418

1.389

1.379

1.167

1.618

1.608

1.573

TABLE I

PCC METALS

DteV)

.246

.338

.428

.345

.290

.480

.479

.707

120

231

399

336

421

213

298

26"

expt

88*

226*

375*

343

428

162

275*

230*

I

CD

I

* 9 taken from Ref. (6), {others from Eef. (5)}expt



MO

w
Cr

Fe

Na

K

3.149

3.160

2.885

2.867

4.291

2.598

TABLE II

BCC METALS

ro(&) ad"1) D(eV) e(K) ê

2.990 1.492 .804 391 380*

3.023 1.439 .992 311 310*

2.810 1.471 .438 420 460* i

2.871 1.355 .417 394 420* ^

5.200 .613 .0663 167 156

3.191 .992 .0650 213 91

* G . taken from Ref. (6), (others from Ref. (5))
expt
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